Social Return on Investment Training Course

Would you like to better understand the social impact of your organisation?

Social Return on Investment (SROI) is an internationally recognised approach for valuing social, economic and environmental outcomes. This two-day SROI training course, delivered by a leading SROI practitioner, will equip you with introductory SROI skills, and will cover:

- A step-by-step introduction to the SROI process
- The principles underpinning SROI
- Real life applications and examples to show how your organisation can use SROI to increase your impact

On completion of this training you will be able to:

- Take the next step to becoming an accredited SROI practitioner*
- Better understand how to measure and value social impact
- Calculate an SROI ratio showing the contribution your organisation or program is making in the social sector, relative to the investment made to generate the impact.

ABOUT YOUR PRESENTER:

Simon Faivel is an accredited SROI trainer and practitioner and leads SVA’s work in SROI. Having conducted over 70 SROI projects, Simon brings a wealth of expertise and a depth of knowledge to each course, together with a passion for the subject and an engaging teaching style.

WHEN AND WHERE:

Courses will be held over two days from 9:30 am to 4:30 pm

Brisbane: 25-26 February 2014
Melbourne: 4-5 March 2014
Sydney: 11-12 March 2014

REGISTER NOW

Group sizes will be kept small, so register early to avoid disappointment.

To register your interest and reserve your place, please email consulting@socialventures.com.au

FEE:

$1,200 + GST per person

This includes, two days’ training, a copy of ‘The SROI Guide’ and a USB loaded with SROI templates and resources to conduct your own SROI analysis.

*To learn more about the SROI accreditation process you can visit the SROI Network